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ID Company Country Website Company Role Activity description Turnover
No. Of 

employees
Topics of interest

PRODUCTS/PROCESSES you need 

TO IMPROVE 

PRODUCTS/PROCESSES/SERVICES you 

ARE LOOKING for 
REQUIREMENTS Additional requirements

1 Alionax France www.alionax.com CEO
Study of innovative products in racket 

sorts
- 5

Automation, Robotics, Manufacturing controls, Artificial 

vision|Lasers, optical, optomechanics and 

optoelectronics| Sensors| Artificial vision|Machine tools 

and special tools, Special Materials 

Machining|Robotics|Vision systems| Laser, 

optoelectronics|Laser and optical 

components|Sensors|Laser and systems|Micro-

manufacturing systems| Optoelectronic equipment and 

devices|Artificial vision|Subcontracting -Palastics 

processing industry|Extrusion|Injection/Microinjection| 

Overmoulding

PEEK Extrusion, EVA Molulding Extrusion, MicroInjection

2
Anhui Chenyang Rubber & 

Plastic Co., Ltd
China

http://chenyang.qipei8

.com 
General Manager

Anhui Chenyang Rubber & Plastic Co., 

Ltd was established in May 20032 and 

was located at Hefei Gangji town next 

to 206 National Road.Company covers 

an area of 60000 square meters, 

construction area of 34000 square 

meters and has three 

subsidiaries：（Hefei Chenxing Auto 

Parts Co., Ltd、Sichuan Chenyang 

Rubber Products Co., Ltd and Shanghai 

Buchen-Technology Co., Ltd） It has 

total assets of 250 million yuan. Main 

customers are 

JAC、SAIC、GAC、Brilliance 

Auto、Geely Auto、Beiqi Foton etc.

50 800

Robots for assembling, manufacturing and process 

control|Moulding|FMEA (Failure Mode and Effect 

Analysis)|Process control systems|Quality control 

systems|Subcontracting - Mechanics & Material 

transformation|Assembly|Extrusion|Machining|

We are in urgent need to improve 

the automation of the 

factory，and  we want some 

information about the application 

of new materials 

1.Industrial automated equipment.( 

reduce human investment) 

2. Help to achieve lightweight 

materials(carrier,new type of tpv,etc)

3
Anhui T-dragon Industrial 

Robotics Co.,Ltd
China General Manager

Industrial products trading by working 

with end users and engineering 

integrator, design and mfg material 

handling equipment to meet customer 

demands on productivity and save 

labors, industrial robotics integration 

and service, air and gas compressors 

sell and service, End of line system on 

testing solution of car plant etc.

6 30

Automation, Robotics, Manufacturing controls, Artificial 

vision|Simulation, Additive manufacturing|Testing, 

Measurements, Quality controls, Maintenance

Products and technology on 

industrial robotics integration, 

renew capability and sourcing on 

used industrial robots, etc

Testing device and system on car new 

technology such like wheel alignment, 3D 

testing and LDW, testing device and 

system on car electronics

Certifications and project case 

studies, we will validate how 

to develop the local market 

accordingly

Focus on who has new 

technology with no business 

in China and willing to find 

partner to develop China 

market

4

Gangzhou Karts 

Mechanical Manufacure  

Co.,Ltd

China www.kartsme.com General Manager
Assembly lines/machining lines for 

engine and gear box 
21,6 153

Mechatronic components|Lasers, optical, 

optomechanics and optoelectronics|Test benches

We would like to have more 

flexible and automation engine, 

as well as the assembly lines and 

machining lines for gear box

1.Thermo and cooling testing benching 

for engine/gear box

2.Electromagnetic screw axle, 

Electromagnetic pressure cylinder

3.Vision system for robots

5

Guangzhou Yafine 

Electronic Technology Co., 

Ltd

China WWW.YAFINE.CN
System 

Integrator

We are focusing on electromechanical 

integration business,therefore our 

involved field are paper manufacturing, 

tobacco, mechanical equipment 

manufacturing ,and food&beverage etc. 

So, we can offer kinds of solutions for 

automation components, system 

integration, and production line 

engineering.

3 80

Machine tools and special tools, Special Materials 

Machining|Automation, Robotics, Manufacturing 

controls, Artificial vision

We are looking for the mechanical 

involved into electromechanical 

integration system, electronic 

components, related technical 

solutions. For example: sensors, 

timing belt, axle, flexible cables 

and mechanical  design

sensors, timing belt, axle, flexible cables 

6
MEDICARS - ZOUARI 

GROUP
Tunisia  

ASSEMBLAGGIO MEZZI COMMERCIALI 

DA 7 TON PER CASA AUTOMOBILISTICA 

CINESE E PICK UP PER CARMAKER 

INDIANO

30 75
Machine tools for special materials machining|Special 

tools
CASSONI PER CAMION E PICK UP

TRANCIATRICI (O TRONCATRICI) A DISCO 

LUBRIFICATE PER METALLI FERROSI, TUBI 

E PROFILI, 

CALANDRE O CURVAPROFILATI 

ASIMMETRICHE A 3 DISCHI, 

CALANDRE  PER LAMIERA A 3 CILINDRI 

(PER LAMIERA SPESSORE 2-3 mm, 

LARGHEZZA 2 metri), 

n/d

7 WALLYS CAR Tunisia www.wallyscar.com Automobile production 8 28
Robots for assembling, manufacturing and process 

control|Traceability|Moulding|Overmoulding

Seats, exterior + interior mirrors, 

exterior lights, hooks system, 

window system, wiper system.

Increase capacity production. 

NOTE: l'azienda ha in programma 

un'ampliamento degli spazi produttivi e 

prevede l'acquisto di nuove linee e 

l'aumento dei dipendenti. 

8
Wuhan  Jiahexing 

Technology Co.,Ltd
China www.whjhxkj.com President

Industrial controlling products trading 

with OEMs, end users,   system 

integration service for customer 

engineering etc.

1,5 50

Machine tools and special tools, Special Materials 

Machining|Automation, Robotics, Manufacturing 

controls, Artificial vision|Testing, Measurements, Quality 

controls, Maintenance

electronics device and robotics 

technology, 3D printing etc.

Products and technology on industrial 

controlling, and sourcing on MRO market, 

etc

Yes, kinds of certifications, 

and new technology that can 

be available for Chinese 

market, and also can be used 

on projects. 

We would like to find partners 

willing to develop business 

together for both Chinese and 

European markets. 

9
Yunnan TARGET 

Technology  Co.,Ltd
China www.77get.com

Marketing 

Manager

Industrial automation, Industrial 

products trading by working with end 

users and , Also the power, machinery, 

tobacco, railway and other qualified 

supplier, providing excellent products 

and solutions for customers.provide the 

best products and service etc.

6 77

Automation, Robotics, Manufacturing controls, Artificial 

vision|Simulation, Additive manufacturing|Testing, 

Measurements, Quality controls, Maintenance

Products and technology on 

industrial automation integration 

and logistics automation, we are 

looking for kind of products that 

can be used for the automation 

logistic for tobacco material. .Also 

need to renew capability and 

sourcing on used industrial 

automation, etc

Testing device and system on Electricity, 

Tobacco, and Machinery. 

Suppliers with international 

view to do business, and can 

give the real technical support 

when it is necessary, and also 

we would like to find the 

companies who are willing to 

come to China and cooperate 

with us to develop Chinese 

market.


